We Are All Very Different

Fl/Vln

Flute
Clarinet in B♭
Violin

Add staccato; it becomes part of the theme
Flute sounds more brilliant in this higher octave

Flute sounds even brighter; easy for player

Staccato 8th note idea

'Activate' the harmony with interesting rhythm;
uses open string of violin (G)

Trills add energy to a note; a new timbre
is created by adding notes at unison and octave

At M. 25

Change vln to pizzicato for interest;
With one note on 'and' rhythm, provides variation
The clarinet has to be written in a special way - once you input your score -- you will create a part just for the clarinet and you will see that it's moved one whole step higher and has a different key signature. It's called a transposing instrument.

Open strings on violin
You can play up to 1-1/2 octaves on each string